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THIS ISSUE WE LOOK AT VARIOUS DIFFERENT
OPTIONS FOR HAIR REMOVAL. WHETHER YOUR
REASON FOR HAIR REMOVAL IS TO SHOW OFF
YOUR SILKY SMOOTH LEGS COME SUMMER OR
YOU’RE A HARDCORE CYCLIST AND HAVING HAIRFREE LEGS MAKES IT EASIER TO CLEAN ROAD
RASH, WE’VE GOT THE PRODUCTS FOR YOU.

NO MORE HAIRY
SITUATIONS!

The first and only medically approved hair removal device,
certified for personal use at home, is now available in
Australia and New Zealand. The E-One can be used day or
night in any room of the house and conforms to the highest
safety standards.
Using Intense Pulsed Light (IPL) hair removal technology,
the E-One is easy to use, safe, convenient and more cost
effective than countless trips to the beautician.
Managing Director of France Cosmetic Thierry Devisy said
they were thrilled to bring the E-One to Australia and New
Zealand especially as it was a finalist in the prestigious
French Innovation of the Year Awards for ‘Best Product of
the Year’ in 2007.
“With such a beautifully warm climate people don’t want to
have to constantly worry about hair removal, with the E-One
you no longer have to. Enjoy professional results of smooth,
supple, hair free skin whilst avoiding the mad rush to salon
appointments,” he said.
“Unlike most other professional IPL machines which require
you to wait 2 to 4 weeks before being exposed to the sun,
the E-One’s innovative technology enables you to go in the
sunshine whenever you wish, without risk of marks or scars
due to hair removal - Of course we always recommend
using sunscreen regardless of what method you use to
remove hair.
“The E-One can also be used as frequently as the bulkier
salon IPL machines, despite its small, convenient size. The
revolutionary technology enables it to be safely used as
often as you like.”
Developed and manufactured in France, the E-One is
the only hair removal device for home use in the world
with a medical grade CE certification, meeting global
consumer safety, health and environmental requirements
and standards and registered by the Therapeutic Goods
Administration in Australia.
The team at NZ Multisport has had the opportunity to try the
E-One over the last few months and have been delighted
with the results. The E-One is very easy to use and hair
removal results have been pleasing. The E-One provides a
great alternative to making frequent visits to the beautician
and has the benefit of providing longer term results than
other methods of hair removal such as shaving.
Currently available in Lime Green, Dark Blue or Dark Pink,
the E-One can be purchased online at for AUD$2,890.00
(about NZD$3,600.00) and payment options are available.
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VENUS EMBRACE
Not only does smooth skin look great, it makes you feel great too! There’s nothing more
sensuous than touchably smooth skin. There’s also nothing less sensuous than rashes
and razor burn, so make sure you choose a quality razor to give you the best results.
We’re loving the new pink Venus Embrace – not only does it give you a super-close
shave, but when you purchase one of these pretty-in-pink razors, 50c is donated to the
New Zealand Breast Cancer Foundation. We all know what a fab job the NZBCF does, so
why not give them a helping hand while giving yourself great skin – it’s a win-win!

JULIENNE, GERANIUM
FILM WAX
Julienne, Geranium Film Wax for legs and body is effective on short, coarse hair.
It contains Geranium Oil to calm even the most sensitive skin and does not contain
preservatives or harsh chemicals.
Julienne’s Geranium Film Wax moulds
perfectly to the skin giving you smooth, silky,
stubble free skin for up to six weeks.
Julienne’s Geranium Film Wax kit also
comes with post-wax soothing creme with
Chamomile Extract, to calm and comfort the
skin whilst dissolving wax residue.
Julienne Geranium Film Wax has an RRP of
$29.99 for a 400g waxing kit and is available
at pharmacies nationwide.

GEOSKINCARE
AFTERSHAVE
BALM
FOR MEN
A cooling aloe vera gel that contains a unique
combination of certified organic ingredients to
soothe and calm the skin and help to eliminate
post shaving roughness. Made in New Zealand
and recommended for all skin types. Available at
selected pharmacies nationwide - RRP $39.85.
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AVALON ORGANICS
Using a shaving cream to help rid that nasty growth of winter hair should be
an invigorating experience, leaving you feeling well and truly spring cleaned!
When used regularly, instead of saving for that special occasion, shave
creams can do all the world of good to soothe, smooth and repair your freshly
shaven skin.
Avalon Organics Moisturizing Cream Shave is a buttery soap-free shaving
cream, formulated with genuine organic extracts to nourish your skin while
providing a perfect lift and glide for a smooth, close and skin rewarding
shave. Your skin will plead before shaving to be coated with the Beat Glucan
enriched formulation which will ensure that any nicks or irritations are speedily
helped to be soothed and repaired.
RRP $12.95
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